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This cool Camp Journal includes lots of journal pages to record details of a fun-packed summer at

camp, and much, much more! Campers will find:A crazy pen.8 postcards to send parents,

grandparents, and friends. Photo and autograph pages.Charts for rating everything from the camp

counselors to popular songs and celebs.Games.Basic info on hiking, the stars, and poisonous

plants.JokesAddress book pages to help you keep in touch with camp friends.More!
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I bought this for my son who is going away to a 30-day summer camp for the first time. It looked

good on the outside (I thought the colors and design were pretty much gender neutral) and the

description sounded good--just what I was looking for. It arrived promptly, good quality, nice colors.

HOWEVER, there are lots of flowers and butterflies and decidedly NOT boy-type stuff on the inner

pages. My son thinks he may be able to deal with it but just wanted to let others know so it isn't a

surprise to them as it was to us. It's not over-the-top girly but it's not exactly gender-neutral on the

inside.

It was my daughters first time at camp and I wanted her to be able to record her experience. She

loved this journal and wrote in it everyday. She also used the postcards and mailed them to us from



camp. The new friends she met also enjoyed the journal becuase of some of the activities that were

in it.

I bought these along with some cap stickers for my Granddaughters. They go to sleep away camp

ever summer for 4 weeks, and they love it. In the past they have several journals to keep their

souveniers, now they can keep it all in the same place. I intend to buy more each year they go, It

even has postcards that I addressed and put stamps on for myself, their othyer Grandma and Mom

and Dad'Pat S., St, Louis, Missouri

I bought this as a surprise for my daughter who was going to her first sleep away church camp this

summer. She was so excited when I gave it to her, and started jumping up and down and squealing.

Lots of ideas for her to get to know other girls at camp, and places for her to doodle and journal.

She thanked me again when she got home.

My 12 year old daughter absolutely loved having this at camp! She was able to capture so many of

her memories and experiences in a fun creative way. It asked you questions throughout such as

what is the color of your cabin, who is your camp counselor and list all the things you've done today.

There was an area where you could list what your schedule was for the day. It also has the days

sectioned where you can write about what you did on Day one, Day two and so on! It contains

postcards so you can write to your friends and family while away.One of her favorite sections was

the joke area where it shares a few jokes to tell to your friends, or you can write jokes you heard.We

highly recommend this for any 8 year old and up girl going to camp!

This was exactly what my daughter wanted to take to summer camp. She is 11 years old and can't

wait to take the book to church camp. Item shipped faster than we were expecting. Great seller and

excellent product!

Sent this book with my 11 year old for her first year at camp. She loved writing in it during free time

and getting all of her new friends' numbers so that she could keep in touch. There is even space to

add pictures so that she can remember all the fun she had for years and year.

This journal is cute and came in useful for my kids at camp. The only reason I'm giving it 3 stars is

that some of the pages were not the best suited for my kids - they are not into horror stories,



fortune-telling or truth or dare so I removed those pages. Other than that, it was fine.
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